How Siege Media Helped Nitro
3x Their Organic Traffic

CA SE ST UDY

300%

ORGANIC TRAFFIC
INCREASE IN >1 YEAR

125+

LINKS GENERATED
IN >1 YEAR

INDUSTRY
Education

LOCATION
Wilmington, Delaware

SERVICES PROVIDED
Content Marketing

The Client
Nitro helps students responsibly pay for college by providing
expert advice on paying down and saving for student loans.

Challenges
Nitro came to us in need of someone who could help scale
content product production and build relevant links in the
crowded higher education affiliate marketing space.

Growth Summary
Content marketing in higher education
Following a kick off meeting, we uncovered vast opportunities in
“scholarship” keywords to build out for Nitro. We created an
interactive format that could be simple to scale across multiple
long tail keywords (like scholarships for women, scholarships for
nursing students, etc.), but also create a large enough barrier to
entry that the competition couldn’t easily replicate it.
In addition to building out relevant scholarship pages, we ran
data studies, surveyed students and brainstormed topics of
interest to an every day college student. We also assisted in UX/
UI guidance for their FAFSA guide to ensure content stayed up to
date every year.
The end result was a 300% increase in organic traffic and more
than 125 links generated in less than one year.
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Featured Content

Merit-Based Scholarships
Rank: #1 for “merit scholarships” (7,500
searches/mo)
Monthly traffic: 2,878
Monthly traffic value: $6,148
Links: 14

LGBTQ Scholarships
Rank: Page 1 for “LGBT
scholarships” (2,800 searches/mo)
Links: 37

Disability Scholarships
Rank: Page 1 for “disability
scholarships” (800 searches/mo)
Links: 75

Veteran Scholarships
Links: 53
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Traffic grew threefold during the partnership. Siege Media produced highquality content that led to clear results, attracting customers and links. They led
a smooth collaboration thanks to their in-depth knowledge, consistent
communication and executive-level engagement.
Mike Brown
Managing Director, Digital Marketing of Epic Research

Drive more traffic,
links and revenue for
your company.
We love helping businesses
take off.
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Let’s Grow Together.

